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Objective: to understand the perception of people with type 2 diabetes mellitus about the participation in an educational health process. Methods: qualitative study, conducted with 26 people with diabetes enrolled in the Association for Diabetics. There were 12 meetings entitled “reflective-educational process”, based on the theoretical and methodological strategy of the Culture Circles. Meetings were recorded, transcribed and analyzed according to identification of generative themes and extreme situations. Results: two thematic units emerged: Being in group: space for embracement and construction of knowledge; and Realizing changes resulting from being in a group. Participatory meetings proved to be efficient, as they were configured as support network, space for motivation, construction of knowledge about the disease, living with it, and approximation between professionals and individuals. Conclusion: health education with participatory approach was perceived as satisfactory, favoring living with the disease and changing habits.
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Objetivo: apreender la percepción de personas con Diabetes Mellitus tipo 2 sobre la participación en un proceso educativo para salud. Métodos: investigación cualitativa, desarrollada con 26 personas con diabetes, registradas en Asociación de Diabéticos. Hubo 12 reuniones intituladas “proceso reflejo-educativo”, basándose en la estrategia teórico-metodológica de los Círculos de Cultura. Reuniones grabadas, transcritas y analizadas según identificación de temas generadores y situaciones límite. Resultados: surgieron dos unidades temáticas: Estar en grupo: espacio de acogida y construcción del conocimiento; y Percibiendo cambios resultantes de estar en grupo. Reuniones participativas demostraron ser eficientes, a la medida que se configuraron como rede de apoio, espacio de motivación, construcción de conocimiento sobre a doença, convivência com ela, e aproximação entre profissionais e indivíduos. Conclusion: a educação em saúde com abordagem participativa foi percebida como satisfatória, favorecendo a convivência com a doença e a mudança de hábitos.
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Introduction

The diagnosis of type 2 diabetes mellitus brings a new routine and, therefore, living with diabetes mellitus type 2 implies changes in lifestyle, in eating habits, adaptation to routines, implementation of care and blood glucose control procedures, aiming to prevent acute and chronic complications for a healthy living\cite{1}. Thus, promoting the acceptance and good living with the disease constitutes a priority for the health system, especially by enhancing knowledge about the disease\cite{2}.

Thus, the efficient management of the disease can be facilitated through educational activities that enhance empowerment of patients and of the people with whom they live. Therefore, it is essential to provide access to information and guidelines for supporting the development of knowledge to drug therapy, skills and attitudes needed for a consciously and autonomous self-care\cite{3,4}. Nevertheless, health education has been identified as one of the key devices to enable health promotion in primary care in Brazil\cite{4}, and is even more effective when based on dialogue and the exchange of scientific and popular knowledge, which helps people to participate actively in the health-disease process\cite{5}.

When it comes to nursing, care mediated by health education is in evidence, as it is now recognized as a promising strategy in dealing with multiple health problems\cite{5}. Health education is in the context of nursing practice with a view to establishing a dialogical-reflexive relationship between nurse and client, in which the clients seek to become aware about their health-disease situation and perceive themselves as subjects of transformation of their own life\cite{6}.

However, this approach is not always used to favor dialogue and collective participation. In everyday practice, it is observed that although nurses working in primary care of eight municipalities of the state of Paraná acknowledge the importance of carrying out health education and develop educational activities constantly in their work among the population, they maintain these actions focused on disease and on transmitting information only when the user seeks the service, often when the disease is in its advanced course\cite{3}. It is stressed the need to implement different approaches to health education, especially by nursing professionals, such as those working more directly with individuals\cite{3}.

During educational practices with a view to self-care in type 2 diabetes, the individual must participate in decisions, and it is necessary to consider, among other aspects, the level of knowledge, self-efficacy and motivation to treatment adherence\cite{7}. Thus, knowledge of the person with type 2 diabetes about the disease and the factors involved in its control and proper management are critical to self-control of the disease\cite{2}.

However, in the routine of health services, especially in primary care, educational activities are carried out through collective practices and lectures, in order to provide information about the disease. These often have diminished participation of users\cite{4}, ignoring their experience, culture and beliefs about the disease and adaptations used by them\cite{3,5}.

When based on dialogue and group discussions, educational approaches have greater social impact because they allow the active participation of individuals who have in common the situation of living with the same disease. In addition, they favor the understanding of the social dimension and the difficulties encountered and the collective search for answers to latent questions that often only emerge in the interaction between people with similar experiences\cite{8}.

Thus, in health practices, the questioning and dialogue constitute ways to contribute to the health promotion strategy, which requires from professionals the ability to work under this approach and to rethink the information transference practices on the disease and behavior prescription, opening up to the possibility of mutual sharing of knowledge\cite{9}. In this sense, health education in a participatory manner,
appears as a dynamic learning space and knowledge exchange between its participants, allowing the participant subject to intervene in reality\textsuperscript{(10)}. Given the above, the purpose of the study was to understand the perception of people with type 2 diabetes mellitus about the participation in an educational health process.

**Method**

This is a descriptive study of qualitative nature and participatory approach, developed with people with type 2 diabetes enrolled in the Association of Diabetics of Maringa, Parana, Brazil.

To conduct the study and collect information, the Culture Circles, proposed by Paulo Freire, was adopted as a methodological strategy during 12 meetings called "educational-reflexive process". This approach, also known as "Research Itinerary", consists of distinct stages that are interrelated in construction movements that go forward or retroactively, as required\textsuperscript{(10)}. Moreover, it proposes the conduction of an educational process focused on the joint construction of knowledge through a dynamic learning space for exchange of experiences. In this process, educators and learners have knowledge and are able both to offer and to receive information\textsuperscript{(11)}.

The reflection resulting from this collective approach allows decoding, recognition of problems and search for appropriate solutions, always through the group construction \textsuperscript{(10)}. This educational proposal is able to provide to those who participate in it the opportunity to become active agents of change, to develop the ability to observe reality, to reflect on it and to seek possible ways to modify it\textsuperscript{(12)}.

Meetings were held weekly in the Association, from May to July 2011, with an average duration of 90 minutes each. As for the inclusion criteria, people with type 2 diabetes, over 18 years old, of both genders, were invited to attend meetings. The invitation to participate in the groups was disseminated through posters set out in the Association and through telephone contacts with the people registered. Upon requesting participants and with permission of all, the meetings were fully recorded with the use of digital device.

In the performance of each of the 12 meetings, three stages were considered: 1. Thematic Research and Survey of Generating Themes; 2. Encoding and Decoding of Generating Themes and 3. Critical Unveiling of Issues\textsuperscript{(11)}.

In the first moment, the generating themes were identified from the development of workshops involving activities such as writing, painting, collage and drawing, which allowed participants to express the topics of greatest interest, reflect on them and verbally express the feelings involved in this process. Aspects manifested by each participant were recorded by the facilitators and the end of the activities they were exposed to the group in order to validate their relevance. In the second moment, encoding and decoding of generating themes, participants could also add other aspects they considered relevant, so that topics and generating words were encoded and decoded; seeking to raise awareness and identification of extreme situations and their meaning for participants\textsuperscript{(11)}.

The third and final moment, the critic unveiling, consisted of awareness of the problems faced and experiential situation with the recognition and discussion of the limits, difficulties and possibilities before reality. From this, issues previously mentioned were discussed, to identify possible solutions\textsuperscript{(11)}.

The treatment of data began with the verbatim transcription of the meetings, fluctuating readings and detailed readings of the entire transcript content until extreme situations that permeate living with diabetes and generating themes were identified in order to obtain the aggregation of data and the transformation of them into text understanding cores, by similarity of themes/subjects. Finally, there was a deepening of the readings and identification of thematic units, considering the research objectives, the themes that emerged during the collection and analysis of data.
During the 12 meetings of the group, the reports of participants showed the extreme situations, themes and generating words, reflecting the perceptions related to participation in the culture circles, allowing to classify them into two thematic units: Being in group: space for embracement and construction of knowledge; and Realizing changes resulting from being in a group.

The development of the study followed the ethical precepts recommended by Resolution 196/96 of the National Health Council and approved by the Standing Ethics Committee of Research with Human Beings of the State University of Maringa (Opinion 148/2011). All participants signed two copies of the Informed Consent Form and, to ensure their anonymity, they were identified with the letter P (participant), followed by an identification number and the letters M or F, indicating male and female (eg P1F).

Results

Of the 26 people with type 2 diabetes, nine were women and 17 were men. Women had age ranging from 38 to 64 years old and participated in two to seven meetings. Men were aged from 42 to 83 years old and participated in one to nine meetings. The monthly income varied from two to four minimum wages and their families consisted of two to five members, but one of the participants lived alone. Among them, 15 were married, six were divorced, three were widow(er)s and two were singles. The time of living/diagnosis of the disease ranged from four months to 19 years; and 19 participants were treated with oral anti-diabetic drugs and seven associated the use of insulin.

In the course of the 12 meetings, the reports translated the perceptions of participation in the educational group for health, which allowed classifying these perceptions into two categories: Being in group: space for embracement and construction of knowledge, and realizing changes resulting from being in group.

Being in group: space for embracement and construction of knowledge

Individuals revealed feeling satisfied with the way the circles had been conducted, as they received opportunity to express their ideas and concerns, and also to discuss, jointly, the problems experienced: I like when people explain things about diabetes. But the way we do here in the meeting, I think it is even better. Because it’s different, isn’t it? We don’t just listen, we talk also discuss together and each one has their space to say what they think about the issues (P4M). Here, we listen about the problems of others and wonder: · My problem is not that big! We always go to lectures, but I do not like to go there because it is all about listening the doctor or the nurse, telling us to take the medicine on time, which is good for controlling diabetes. They do not know me, nor listen to me (P22F).

The reports show important aspects related to the annoyance with the dictates and prescriptions of behavior and habits by health professionals. That is why they value the fact that they can talk and, upon learning of the problems experienced by others, minimize their problems. However, they proved to be sad with the approach of some professionals regarding treatment adherence, who often associate the uncontrolled blood glucose with improper adherence to guidelines: The more we go to the doctor, the worse we stay. We feel bad having to do only what he says. My doctor prescribed a medicine for diabetes and a diet, but it did not work, then he kept changing and changing the medicine but nothing worked. He ended up saying that it was me who was not doing what he told. That’s why I like to come here! Here I am heard, I feel good, I can talk, tell my problems and I always leave wanting to improve and come back next week telling changes (P6M). I started going to a nutritionist who prescribed a diet, but every time I went there, I had gain more weight, so she said the only explanation is that I was doing something wrong. It was not working out anyway, so I stopped seeing her. I started to follow my diet the way I thought it should be. I started coming to the meetings, and I feel much better. I know that only being here will not change my illness, but I talk, I listen, and it helps me to have the will to change, to have strength (P13M).

The encouragement perceived by participating in the group can be seen through the report and shared...
experiences that allow making knowledge property of all and for all, expanding the conditions for a more peaceful coexistence with the disease: When I found out I was diabetic, I knew nothing about the disease, so I went to the doctor and he sort of explained to me, he said everything I could and could not eat, he gave me a little list, and gave me medicine. I returned to home desperate! And now? Will I die? Will my leg be amputated? I still do not know exactly how this disease works, but by coming here, I’ve learned quite a lot. Look, now I understand much better than before (P25F).

Thus, the interaction with others who have the same experiences and difficulties motivates people to strive for change and for a better quality of life: As in her case (referring to P17F), she came here and said she refused to accept she had diabetes, that she did not tell anyone, not to have anyone controlling her eating habits. People come here and it seems that they feel free to talk, to vent without fear of recrimination. I think that way, when we talk, when we really accept it, it is easier to change (P12M).

Someday I’ll be here telling that I managed to be like P8M, who can be controlled in the food without problems, that I went dancing. I come here and I see him talking and it seems so easy. If he can, if he can, I can, also (laughs) (P19M).

Realizing changes resulting from being in group

The testimony of the same person at the beginning and after some participation in meetings demonstrates the changes resulting mainly from a better acceptance of the disease: It’s not easy being a diabetic, I cannot eat what I like; it’s all about controlling things, food. This is not life! (P16M - first participation). At first, I used to be very irritated with this disease, it seems I did not accept it, you know? It seems that now I do not see that way anymore. I started to see that I still have a lot to do, that this disease is not the end of the world. I feel much better now, even the relationship with my family has improved (P16M - seventh participation).

One of the participants revealed that formerly she had hidden the disease from her family for fear of imposition and interference in her eating habits and then she told about the disease, as she recognized that family members can be important allies: I never told my family that I have diabetes. This disease is mine, I do not feel like telling anyone, because if I tell, they will say what I can and cannot eat. I’m too old to receive orders from children and husband (P17F - first participation). After I told my husband and my children I have diabetes, they always complain about my food (laughs), but it is good because I started to eat better, not to mention that my husband surprised me by getting all attentive and concerned about me. Even when I sneeze, he gets worried (P17F - fourth participation).

Another participant, in turn, showed that the biggest change was her relationship with food and, in a way, being committed to the group was the main supporter of changes: When I think about the candies I get crazy, not to mention pasta, so I go there and eat it, I don’t even care. If I die, at least I die happy for having eat what I wanted (P4F - first participation). I want to tell something to you: today I went to the market, but I skipped that section of candies, the same that I could not resist. I kept looking each candy more delicious than the other. But I did not buy, guys (laughs) I remembered you and I did not buy (P4F - fifth participation).

As for this participant, the aspect that has come to be valued was checking the blood glucose: I don’t like to check (referring to checking blood glucose), I think when we do the tests, we start to get paranoid and angry with blood sugar levels that never decreases. It does not hurt; I don’t feel anything, so for me it’s okay. I already know the levels are high, anyway (P26M - first participation). I am measuring three to four times a week to see if it is high. I eat things more carefully and I’m always attentive. It’s great to see that even when I eat the little things I like, in moderation, when I do the test, I see it is okay. Performing the tests periodically is really a good idea (P26M - sixth participation).

Discussion

The reports allow us to infer that the participation in the group was valued by the subjects, and even with small changes in self-management of the disease, it was realized that they were satisfactory for everyone, regardless of the time of diagnosis and the way of living with the disease they had. All participants was considered autonomous subjects, full of knowledge and experiences to share, and with potential to manage their own change and at the same time able to inspire changes in others, which has
motivated them to change and better acceptance of the disease{8}.

This type of relationship favored communication, satisfaction and changes from the participants, particularly concerning eating habits, which are now better adapted to the condition of each. It should be noted that many changes were reported in the group, and in these moments it was possible to see their pride resulting from overcoming obstacles. It also became evident how much the participants valued the opportunity to exchange experiences, to report achievements and how these opportunities were encouraging and provided examples to be followed.

Thus, it is understood that the health promotion, held through educational activities with participatory approach as a strategy in the treatment and management of diabetes, needs to be increasingly valued and used by health professionals from various fields. These should equip people with information about the disease and how to monitor it, in addition to encouraging the adoption of healthy habits, which improves the quality of life and increases the autonomy of the individual against the disease{12}.

Promoting health education activities among people with type 2 diabetes can have a key role in the encouragement and support so that they can take responsibility for the control and acceptance of the disease and its treatment{13}. Positive effects of the educational process in diabetes have been identified in various parts of the world{14}, which shows that, upon receiving effective treatment, support and encouragement of self-management and regular follow-up, people present improvement in glycemic control, prevention and control of acute and chronic complications.

Thus, improvement of the conceptual notions, especially on the definition of the disease, its symptoms, complications and important behavioral factors for its control are perceived in individuals who experience education-based health interventions for people with diabetes{7}. In addition, health education activities can be developed in groups and individually, fostering a closer relationship between health professionals and patients{15}. When in a group, the benefits of health education actions are even greater{4,9}, because, in general, participants refer pleased to be able to share experiences with those who understand the problem from their own experience{15}.

Moreover, the results of this study show that “being in group” favored the socialization and the collective construction of knowledge about type 2 diabetes and the possible ways of living with it. This is because, at the same time, individuals have the opportunity to report their experience with the disease, they identify and recognize in the experience of others their own experience, and they also can learn different ways to face it, developing, jointly, strategies for treatment{16}.

Research also suggests this alternative and conclude that education in self-care facilitates the knowledge and skills related to healthy practices to improve metabolic control and preserve or improve the quality of life at reasonable costs{10,15}. The American standardization of Diabetes Self-Management Education points out the importance of the educational process based on the educational needs of the population considering the medical history of the individual, age, cultural influence, beliefs and health attitudes, knowledge about diabetes, willingness to learn, level of education, family support and financial status{16}.

In turn, the dialogic and participatory approach replaces the model of knowledge transference, in which health education practice puts patients in the role of “learners” or “listeners”, merely. This approach goes beyond, and authors chose to develop it due to the desire to give rise to a participatory experience with emphasis on dialogue, leading to reflection-action in the collective elaboration of ways to better live with type 2 diabetes{11}. The greatest quality perceived in this group was the demonstration/participation of most individuals at all times of dialogue, which validated the practice because they sought to extrapolate individual learning, also producing their
own and renewed, solidarity and collective ways of experiencing diabetes.

So, when professionals do not recognize the educational practice as a space for collective growth through knowledge built from the exchange of experiences, this practice remains unattractive and not adapted to the reality of participants\(^{13}\). This was observed in the participants’ testimonies when they referred to the lectures they used to participate, characterizing them as unsatisfactory and nonspecific. The talks, in general, besides not stimulating the effective participation of individuals, provide ready information, which are presented in imposing form, prescribing attitudes and habits not consistent with the real needs and availability of participants\(^{4-5}\). In short, the lack of knowledge about the disease both of caregivers and of the individuals themselves, combined with inadequate training and integration among health professionals, is directly related to the problem of adherence to healthy practices and treatment\(^{8}\). These findings indicate the ineffectiveness of traditional strategies, being necessary to incorporate in the health services new approaches that motivate people with type 2 diabetes, causing to raise awareness about the adoption of new habits and lifestyle, educating them about the risk the disease can bring if not controlled\(^{7}\).

An example of this reality can be seen in a study with 52 health care professionals working in primary care, aimed to know their views about the term “health education”. Although at times professionals recognized that the user should be a participant in the educational process, in general there was prevalence of the understanding that they should simply pass on information because this strategy reduces risk of the approach and content are not understood by the user\(^{17}\).

The traditional teaching approach becomes ingrained from the health professionals training, especially for nurses, resulting in its perpetuation as the only approach available in educational practices experienced in everyday life of these professionals. This approach, in turn, results in impositions of health behaviors that are not compatible with expectations and interests of the community\(^{9}\). Nevertheless, most health professionals recognize the lecture as the most appropriate methodology and that best characterizes health education, aimed at users who are understood as those who maintain inadequate lifestyles that need to be corrected\(^{1-17}\). Through participatory education, it becomes possible to minimize this gap, basing on the reflection of the participants’ reality, deciphering and transforming it\(^{11}\). In the meetings conducted by us, disease coping aimed at the reality of each participant, their values, knowledge and specificities was valued at all meetings. In this sense, we understand that the purpose of health education is to enable people to remain healthy from access to information and opportunities that enable them to make choices toward a healthier life\(^{13,18}\). The absence of a more effective communication between healthcare professionals and people with diabetes interferes in an improved health care\(^{1}\).

This fact can be seen when participants reported that despite following the guidelines properly, they fail to maintain controlled glucose levels, and for this reason they were considered non-adherent and disobedient. This highlights the gap in communication between patients and professionals, which further discourages treatment adherence to for the disease because the patient with diabetes does not feel appreciated in their effort to change certain habits\(^{13,19}\).

Reports of some participants show that the imposition of health professionals is perceived negatively by patients, and the most serious aspect is that this kind of relationship with health professionals, rather than promote treatment adherence, leads individuals to ignore the guidelines received. In contrast, they felt welcomed, understood, encouraged and respected when participating in groups promoted this study. By performing health education,
It should be noted that based on the statements, several valid aspects were identified through participation in the educational process, such as the recognition of the difficulties and the possibility of overcoming, the recognition of the group as a space for freedom of expression and sharing and the inspiration through the achievements of others, so as to pursue their own.

Coping with a chronic disease, particularly type 2 diabetes, implies significant changes in a person’s life, not only due to the deleterious effects of the disease itself, but also due to glycemic control measurements, diet, performance of physical activity and possible changes in emotional status. Participants revealed that they felt welcomed and understood within their diabetic universe and not simply directed to a pre-dictated behavior. They also recognized that the information was not passed on, but built with the participation of all.

Another important aspect to be considered is that when the individual feels belonging to a group and committed to it, they make changes in their life and overcome obstacles, and perceive this group as a support network as they meet people experiencing problems similar, or worse, to theirs (17). Thus, it is necessary that some professionals review their concepts of health education, not to use it only as a moment of information transference.

For nursing, this study is extremely valuable, because it shows that although the transference of concepts and information is necessary, it should not be imposing nor occur vertically, but through an exchange of experience and joint construction of new knowledge. This fact imposes the need to reflect on professional practice in the educational field and to create mechanisms to overcome the health education model adopted hegemonically in health services in different parts of the country, linking diabetes to food restriction and prescription of lifestyle habits little adapted to patients’ reality.
Conclusion

Health education using participatory groups approach was effective for the improvement of living with the disease through awareness of individuals with consequent change of habits. It is believed that changes such as improve in self-management, acceptance of the disease and the development of responsibility for health were closely related to the autonomy reached from the educational activity and constructed joint and in a participatory manner.

We highlight the need for further studies using this approach in the development of educational activities, with participation of other health professionals, in order to promote the practice of "listening to the subject", starting to better recognize their real needs.
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